DRESS CODE/STUDENT UNIFORM

GIRLS SUMMER (to be worn Terms 1 and 4)

- Cheltenham Secondary College tartan dress. (Dress length no shorter than 5cm above knee)
- Royal blue woolen jumper - 7-10 or Red VCE woolen jumper – Years 11 and 12 only.
- Navy blue socks (available only from primary School Wear) OR navy blue tights
- Black polishable leather lace-up school shoes with black laces

GIRLS WINTER (to be worn Terms 2 and 3)

- White business or school shirt (with peaked collar), long or short sleeve
- Cheltenham Secondary College plain blue tie
- Royal blue woolen jumper, as per summer (Years 7-10) or Red VCE woolen jumper, as per summer (Years 11-12)
- Navy blue knee-high socks or navy blue opaque winter tights
- Cheltenham Secondary College tartan skirt- length (no shorter than 5cm above the knee)
- Black polishable leather lace-up school shoes
- NO JACKET MAY BE WORN IN REPLACEMENT OF THE SCHOOL JUMPER.
- CSC branded soft shell jacket for Years 7-12
BOYS STANDARD UNIFORM

- White business or school shirt (with peaked collar), long or short sleeves
- Cheltenham Secondary College striped tie
- Royal blue woolen jumper - Years 7-10 OR Red VCE woolen jumper – Years 11 and 12 only.
- Long College grey tailored trousers purchased from Primary School Wear OR grey tailored “walk shorts” (hems should be 5cm above the knee)
- Belts must be plain black or grey (leather or vinyl) and not oversized
- Plain, dark grey or black socks to be worn with long trousers
- Light grey long or short socks to be worn with shorts
- Black polishable leather lace-up school shoes with black laces
- NO JACKET MAY BE WORN IN REPLACEMENT OF THE SCHOOL JUMPER. CSC branded
- CSC soft shell jacket for Years 7-12

YEAR 7-10        YEAR 11 & 12
Summer

YEAR 7-10        YEAR 11 & 12
Winter
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